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1* Introduction* 

Tho purpose of this thesis is to derive the more important known 

properties of solutions of a class of homogeneous differential equations 

of Infinite order with constant complex coefficients« These properties 

are of interest because of the fact, shown by Bourlet [ ljP and Rinoherle 

[u] , that the problem of inversion of distributive operations may be 

reduced to the solution of differential equations of infinite order* 

Applications of this sort have also been shorn by H. T. Davis [2J • 

The first intensive investigation of these equations was that of 

Ritt [6] and it is essentially his methods* as generalized and simpli¬ 

fied by Valiron [ 8] $ which appear here* In the extensive literature 

on differential equations of infinite order, only Ritt and those who 

have followed in his path have shown results which differ markedly from 

those of the theory of differential equations of finite order* 

We shall consider a differential operator which is a generali¬ 

sation of the familiar one, 

Ah ~ l +" ci P + °z ^ * + cn &) 
r\ 

where the quantities are given complex constants and signifies 

11 differentiations with respect to the independent variable. 

Definition 1.1* The differential operator A of infinite order 

shall be defined by tho relation 

A W(z) =. Urn Ah W (z) 

provided that this limit exists. It Is hardly necessary to state here 

^Numbers in square brackets refer to sources listed in the 
Bibliography. 
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the order in which the various operations of differentiation, multipli¬ 

cation and addition are to be performed, nor should there by any doubt 

as to the meaning of the terms convergence and uniform convergence of 

the operator. 

In order that his operator shall have a meaning it is necessary 

that the function W(z) on which it operates must possess derivatives 

of every order* This requirement will be satisfied if Wfe) is an 

analytic function of a complex variable. We shall limit ourselves to 

consideration of this case alone* 
'■'v 

Definition 1*2* The statement that W(z)is a solution of the equation 

(!) A W(z) - vV(z.) + C, Wfc) + caw"fe-)+ •• • +■ c^w^lz) f-; ~ O 
*. * .... 

shall be used to mean that the function W(z-) has the property that 

there exists a region f\ such that /\ W(Z-) converges to zero at each 

point of R * The region 8 may be an arbitrarily small neighborhood 

of a point Z*Zo , in which case we shall say for brevity, that W(z) 

is a solution at Z„ * (The possibility that /\ V/fc) may. have isolated 

zeros is of no great interest to us«) 

The obvious point of departure in thiB investigation is the 

theory of the equation of finite order* The usefulness there of the 

so called auxiliiary equation suggests immediately that we look for 

A CjfZ* exponential solutions by operating with A on the function d , 

where C2 is i ^ constant* V/e get the result 

A eaZ = ^ (lhcia +cz°‘2't- - + ) • 
The function of Q which appears in the parenthesis plays a rSle here 
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analagous to that of the polynomial in the auxiliary equation of the 

finite case and suggests a motivation for the following. 

Definition 1.3. The function 

(2) f (K)~ I i-c,LI f- Cz K%...+ CnU
h + »- 

Bhall be called the generating function. 

Definition 1.4. If Cfy is a zero of multiplicity of the generating 

function and Pnte) is any polynomial of degree 1 or less* then 
P / ) fh (Z/<f- shall be called a fundamental solution. 

P / \ ^z 

This last definition is clearly meaningful, for if / ^ (2/G- 

is a fundamental solution, then 

* Ph (z)[ c' + (}) <4 

an + ''•C?)cma*~l..■] 
+ fpKci, *■••• 

a»Zr- , ) 

~ e fP* (l)£(°h) +-R Izjf (aj f... 

so that a fundamental solution (or any finite sum of fundamental 

solutions) does satisfy the equation. This fact will appear as an 

immediate consequence of a later theorem, but appears worth mentioning 
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here, 

The author is indebted to Professor S, Agaon of The Rice Institute 

for his encouragement in this investigation* 
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2* Convergence of the operator* 

In order that the operator shall converge It is clearly necessary 

that some restrictions be plaoed upon the constants ^ • Ritt 

■•'4. 

required that the generating function be an entire function of genus 

zero* Polya later treated the case where this function is of 

minimal type of order one* which includes the function of genus zero 

as a special oase (IjJpp* 59*6° •) The results of both Ritt and Polya 

are included in Valiron’s paper* in which it is required only that the 

generating function be an entire function of finite type of order one* 

Definition 2*1* An entire function f(u) is said to be of finite type 

P of order one if for each positive number 6 * but for no negative 

value of & * there exists a positive number such that 

fM| < * 

for every value of U greater in absolute value than Uc • If* 

in particular* P~0 f then is said to be of minimal type of order 

one# lf P>0 the function is said to be of mean type of order one# 

We shall assume henoeforth that the generating function of the 

differential operator A is of finite type P of order one# 

Theorem 2*2. If W(i) is analytic in the circle whereh>a » 

then A*(z) converges uniformly and absolutely in every conoehtric circle 

of radius less than H to an analytic function* 

Lemma 2*5* If is the coefficient of M1* in the series expansion of 

the generating function (2) and if is sufficiently large* then* 

for an arbitrarily small positive number 6 * 

<» 



For we see that Oauchy's .inequality, / 6 /V, where 

and M(f) is the familiar maximum modulus function, gives us 

|Cfi|< e ^ ^ for every *" sufficiently large. Then, if h 

is sufficiently large, we can choose t~ to be /(P 80 that 

/cn/< e^fn-hff/f?*7 . But Stirling's formula, /oj A?/ = 

fl I oq t? H + , gives us 

^3 ~6 ~ nl°1 (v*z)-lcjnl +°(n) 

* /c3^n-»[/‘3(^- o(')] 

< / o 1 (util 
Ml 

for ft sufficiently large, which completes the proof of the lemma* 

To prove the theorem take any number ~)j such that 0< h • 

Then W(2^ is analytic in and hence there exists a 

number Mtfy such that j^/(z)j^C, fVjfy) there. Using this bound and 

Cauchy's integral formula, 

the contour of integration being the cirole J Z-Z0J= Pblj-^ani Z 

being any interior point of this circle, we obtain the estimate 

I nl M.<ri)(P+h->?)_ 
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If MQ further restrict Z to the region {z.-'Zoj^. ~2y^ , we have 

•W IW (r JHH 

Then if £ satisfies the relation Q < 6<y^ , if ^ is a 

sufficiently large integer^and p any positive integer* (5) and (4) 

give us 

(A Wh)-A W(z)\z \Pn*r
mz/ /tnWyi* (r+7?)'1** 

I , (r*-€f¥p (n+p)lMln) (n+h->iL 
(»*r)l (r+nrv*1 

z 
rtf1 
t 

Since the geometric series in the square brackets converges and 
P*6 

\T*\ 
may be made arbitrarily small by choosing t? sufficiently large, 

is uniformly convergent in jz~Z0j^ h • Since each term of the 

series is analytic there and ^ my be taken arbitrarily small, A ^ 

is an analytic function of Z in Jz~Zoj< l] * 

We have shown then that the operator has a meaning when applied 

to a sufficiently regular function* But could a number smaller than P 
have been used in the statement of the theorem? The answer to this 

question is no* For suppose that the coefficients Cn satisfy the 

condition of regularity 

U („/ |cn/) "=/->. 
<x> 

(3) 



(This implies, incidentally, that the estimate (5) is the best possible. 

We note also that condition (5) is satisfied if, for example, 

-f(u)= I + -jyu+'-VW.<. = e rw 

• ®) 

Suppose in addition that /W(Z.) = Wfe) + C, wVz.)+;••+ 

converges at £ = 'Z/ . Then for ^ sufficiently large l^n j <. | 

which means that j < j and hence It CriW^\z,)jn^ | . 

Now the radius of convergence P of the Taylor series expansion 

WYZ)= M/(Z,)+ *^(z-z.,U-...+ w^fe.) (V.7.)n4—. 
1! 

of M/(z) at Z-Z, is /w wf I h!/M'^jrZ i) | * .We conclude then 
M->oo l * 

•that J. 

> p 
. Ugsyf ICH^VZ,))^ " » 

Thus, in the presence of condition (5)» the convergence of /\ W(z) at 

Z= Z, requires that Wfe) be analytic at least for |Z-Zt|^ P , which 

demonstrates that P* is the best number which can be used in the 

statement of theorem 2.2. 

Aiseeond type of convergence problem now arises* Our principal 

occupation in this thesis will be a search for an analogy to the general 

solution of the equation of finite order tt .((This general solution, 

we recall, is a finite sum of "fundamental solutions'* involving 

arbitrary constants*) Thus we wish to know first of all whether or not 

every infinite series of fundamental solutions is a solution and secondly 

whether or not every solution may be represented by an infinite series 

of fundamental solutions. The first question is easily answered. It 
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amounts merely to an investigation of circumstances under which9 given 

an infinite sequence of functions , the order of limiting 

processes may be interchanged, that is to say conditions under which 

litn Awpfe) ■=- A linn Mp (z) . 
p-*,co I p-Xto 1 

Theorem 2«3» „ If a sequence of functions ^(z)j j ^ (z)^ • > ■ »each 

of which is analytic in the circle /z-2„/< , where fi> o » 

converges uniformly in this circle to k function W(~Z) » then the 

sequence of functions y4l^ J\ Wj>lz)} *• * converges uniformly 

to /4l/VYzj in each concentric circle of radius less than jlj • 

Let us write (z) for Mp fe) -M^z) • Then the uniform 

convergence of the analytic functions to Wfz) assures us 

that (z) is analytic in /2-2cj^P*h and» given any number e? o t 

there exists an integer f^cC^) such that & for ^?> 

and /z—’Zaj^ Pi~h • If we choose ^ as before, the inequality (4) 

becomes-. .... . 

ji <w i& (p j-fa'-w)_ 
nr 

iz>l -  JrT^y^' 

for — h-2^. Then in this circle 

- /V2V+
lc‘ 

where 

eft) = (P+h-^Lyb <■ JJJ^!r^-+^USsL +-1 J ' (/ r>l (n>if (r*yi)nH J • 
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a number dependant only on ^ and the generating function (2) and not 

on the function * Tha convergence of the aeries in square 

brackets is shown by the methods of theorem 2*2, provided that £ is 

chosen less than ^ • But A L ^(z) ~W(z^J— - /}w/(z) t 

hence 

lAw'r('Z-)~flW(z)l< e ety) 

for every />> f^o and /Z~Z<>/ — • That is to say5 /\ zj 

converges uniformly to /) W(7) in 9 which completes 

the proof of the theorem since may bo taken arbitrarily small. 

Corollary 2.4. If IVjfZ^) i3 the sum of an infinite series of 

fundamental solutions of the equation (1) and if this series is 'uniformly 

convergent in the circle % then lY/Z.} is a solution •. 

of the equation in the circle /"Z—Za/ <h « 
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J. Factorization of the operator* 

We shall introduce a theorem here on factorization of the operator 

which will be used frequently in the sequel. Moreover, we shall see 

that an immediate application of this theorem is the complete solution 

of any equation (l) whose generating function (2) has but a finite 

number of zeros. 

Definition p,l. By the ri ~ zero of the generating function (2) we 

shall mean two different things which we shall distinguish by distinct 

notations. 

(a) . ThetfilS zero of -p(u.) in order of increasing modulus, each zero 

being counted only once. This number will be denoted by 0^ , and its 

multiplicity by /<(,„ . 

(b) » The oM zero of f(u.) , the zeros being arranged in the same order 

as above, but each zero being counted a number of times equal to its 

order of multiplicity. This number will be denoted by . Thus 

^ /&hl • 

It is always possible to enumerate the zeros of the generating 

function in this manner since an entire function has no more than a 

finite number of zeros in any finite region. If two or more distinct 

zeros have the same modulus, it is a matter of Indifference in which 

order they are counted. 

We shall introduce here a notation due to Valiron. The notation 

r(u; r, j/Tbe used to designate the polynomial 

(l~i (l~ T ) where ^A/AJ are any h zeros of the 
r %7 /y \ * ■ 

generating function t\UJ , provided that these zeros are distinct in 

the sense of definition 5.1 (b). In other words, *s 
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to have no zero whoso order of multiplicity is greater than that of 

the corresponding zero of f(u) • By ■/‘fuj f>l} “'j fy) we shall 

mean the function -f(u)/ f«, • Vie shall use the 

notations A (fij fz^"'j fkj P{fi} fz "■ \ f* ) to designate the 

operators whose generating functions are, respectively, ?>if*2-/' jA) 

and P . Thus ft (^p pjiyfz) = Q le an equation 

of finite order whose general solution is known# 

Definition 3.2. The product CO of two operators Q and £) shall be 

defined by the relation 

CDw(z) - c[ Pw(zj] 

whenever this last expression has a meaning. 

Theorem 3«?* If W(Z^ is analytic in the circle j-z-ZsjK f'i-/j » ’,?here 

h > O 9 then 

- A (hf’v>f-')B rip-) - ' 

in the circle jZ-ZoJ^ h * 

;. V/e observe that division of the generating function p(ii) by a 

polynomial changes neither its order nor its type and that ’ 

is an analytic function of Z wherever W(2.) has this property. Thus 

the functions A (fo •••_, f>n)w(z) and -A (ft ft ••>/’«)■ jP*)^)3*5 

of the kind discussed in the conclusions of theorem 2.2. In particular 

wo may use the uniform convergence to differentiate the first of these 
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functions term by term and may use the absolute convergence to alter 

arbitrarily the order of terms of the function which results from the 

dif f erent1ation« 

l»et us define the constants c/M and by 

the relations 

(>-f )-('-£) - M*'••v" />» T* 
and 

f(u; 
n. 

/f-C,U f fCnW +•• 

It is easy to verify that* for j <fl s c/- f <7,, ei ^ ^ ~ ^ 

and that, for j>« » h ^ n+ i^ ^ ~ * -ben 

5 Ovv-v^ WV->A) ^ 
=■ /■ ^2) *<?,wYz)* •• J A c/ frYz) i-e^'h) f * • 7 

dftLw tyz) -h e, 

= £»ii)t~+Jh w
(a)h)] v- e, + 

Since the last two members of this equality are, respectively, /4 H^z) 

and (/?«//^ *thls comPlQ,tos th® proof of 

the theorem* 
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'<© note that this theorem provides a second proof that any 

fundamental solution Is a solution* 

It will b© convenient here to state Taylor's theorem in the 

following form* 

Lemma 3*4* If the generating function for the operator /) Is fbh 

and if W(z.) is analytic in the cirele /z.-Z(j/^ |A/| fg where h) O t 

then 

/) lY/z.) =. W (’Z+hi) 

in the circle fz-Zej< V[ * 

For if ~Z{ lies in the circle * then W*) is analytic 

in the circle jz-Zij^ (fslj and hence may be expanded in the Taylor 

series 

W(Z,*N)~ W(Z,) + VW'(ZI)I-,, +JL) yi/fn)/z,)i-v~Aw{z,) 

Consider now the case in which the generating function ffa) has 

no more than a finite number of zeros "'}b^ * Theorem 3*3 

allows us to write the equation (1) in the form 

But the general solution of the equation B (h ' "j^) ^fz)~ O is 

woil known* Thus* if W(’z) is a solution of the equation (1), then 

/) (l)2.} "' ft) W(z) = V'(z) a knovm entire function. But since 

■p(c(y /, ) has no zeros* is of finite typo p of order one* and 

takes the value one at the origin* it follows from Hadamard's factor* 
/V % r<4 

Ization theorem that T[Uj ft 2j"'jftJ-€. * Furthermore this generating 
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function satisfies the regularity'condition (5)* Thus if W(z) ie to 

satisfy the equation (1) in any circle /2~^»/<r h ,no matter hot/ small, 

it must be analytic in the circle /z-20/< Pf/? and hence the 

hypotheses of lemma are satisfied* V/e conclude then that y/(z*r)= V(z) 

or W2)~ v(z-r) ; 

We shall assume henceforth that the generating function (2) has an 

infinity of zeros* 
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4* Removal of zeros from the generating function* 

tooaa $.h9 which deals with the operator whose generating function 

has no zeros, suggests that if we remove a sufficiently large number 

of zeros from the generating function.) it may be possible that the 

function obtained after operating with the 0smaller” operator will be 

as close as we wish to the "simple" function obtained in this lemma* 

A theorem of this sort is* as a matter of feet* an immediate consequence 

of a theorem on entire functions which is due to Yaliron* The useful¬ 

ness of this process of "removing zeros0 will appear shortly* 

Let us write the generating function in the form 

t(u)=fm /nU-ft(t- f) 
W)-*co H-l J 

m 
where (3^ — o{ -MET -j- and o( is a constant* Lindeloff [" 5 J has 

shown that if ~f i^) is of minimal type* then (^yn~ ° » aai 

that if ffa) is of mean type, then is bounded* We shall 

designate hto SUP Jfinil by /2 * Valiron [8] has shown that if 
QQ m~>ed 1
 \ 

2 is the Taylor series representation of nty hz/"j M)-£- H-/ 
and £ is on arbitrarily small positive number, then, no matter how 

large n[ may be, 

{ i ) s *(<5+ze) . 
c h I ft/ for ^< ^ 

and 

le/J < (e) for n^n1 

n! 

where £)- JVcfX^ Wy)and /f is an absolute constant greater than 

one, provided only that /77 is sufficiently large* We thus have the 
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following* 

Theorem 4*1* If \V(z) is analytio in the circle /z-Za/ <-D+h $ 

where /l><S> * and 6-><2 ia arbitrary* then 

//4 (V, m) W(z)~ Wfa+iSm)!* 6 

in any concentric circle of radius Iocs than h provided that ftf ia 

sufficiently large* 

For if ?| is such that j and if hr) is sufficiently 

large* then ^3 ^ P and hence Wfzjis analytic in 

j-Z-Zcj ^ + Y[ * Lomma then assures us that in 

jz-Zoj 6 h-Tf the function ty(z ) corresponds to the 

generating function in the some way that A (lt ^ tvj Wfz) 
corresponds to £(uj bz) ••)/*?)* It is thus clear that /)(/> zj u,)fo}w(z) 

and lY (z. 1‘/&w) are represented by uniformly convergent series 

whose coefficients are the same as those which represent 
/Sffttf 

and C * respectively* and that these series may be subtracted 

term by term* In other words* using the notation introduced above* 

we have 

A(l>zJ"jto)w(-z-)- W(z*Pr*i)^ dw'(z)+d^w"(z)t--l-dhn
(h\z.)+> 

with the series on the right converging uniformly and absolutely in 

jz~Zoj^. * 'Hia ine^uali^y W »ow becomes 

wi")(z)\± ff! 
(p+n) 
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and henca 

In (2."Zc>lh • If £• la lees than ^t_ „ the first 

summation may be replaced by the number to which It converges* The 

second summation may be made arbitrarily email by choosing n1 

sufficiently largo# and thus the theorem is proved* It is clear 

that the choice of n1 and hence of Wl will depend on the choice 

of the number . 

0>*e) 
foi 
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5* Domain of validity and uniformity of solutions* 

Since theorem 2*2 is* in a sense mentioned previously* the best 

statement which can be made* and since a theorem on the “domain of 

validity” of a solution which will now be stated is an immediate 

consequence of the above theorem on convergence of the operator* it 

too is* in the same sense* the best statement which can be made* 

Theorem 5*1* If Mz) is a solution of equation (1) in a portion A 

of its domain of existence P * then it is also a solution at every 

point of D which can be joined to a point of A by a curve each 

point of which is the center of a circle of radius greater than f7 in 

which W&) is analytic* 

For about each point of such a curve there is a circle in which 

hw(z.) converges to an analytic function* so that a finite inter¬ 

section of these circles provides a covering of this curve and in this 

domain f\ W'fz j vanishes identically* 

In particular* if the generating function is of minimal type* 

then the domain of existence D of a solution and the domain in which 

it is a solution ooinolde* But we shall show by means of an example 

that this is not necessarily the case if -f(u) is of mean type* 

For consider the equation 

(6) |y(zi) -h-P w'(z) t- ... + JL W f • ’• - O 

for which the generating function is f(u)~ _L Ij * which is 

clearly of mean typo one of order one* Now the set of solutions of (6) 

is the class of functions which are first derivatives of solutions of 
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the equation 

(7) W 
l(z) +J. W ... -h-L W(z)-f-..> = 0 

a 
Since the generating function* f2 — / , for equation (7) satisfies 

condition (5), it is clear that no function can bo a solution of (6) 

at point which is at a distance less than one from a singularity of 

the function* On the other hand, at any point ~Z 0 such that W (z) 

is analytic in the circle /z~-Zo/< /f/j » where h> o $ we may 

apply lemma 5*4 concluding that the left member of (7) is the function 

W (zf/) ~ W(z) • Thus any periodic function of period one is a 

solution at each point which is at a distance greater than one from 

the nearest singularity of the function and at no other point* For 

s 
example the derivative of the function ^ secz(ifz + is a solution 

in S +• / horizontal strips if the differences of the numbers d two 

by two are sufficiently large* 

We have seen then that solutions of equation (1) may have singulari¬ 

ties in the finite plane* This is in sharp contrast to solutions, 

which are entire functions* of the equation of finite order* And 

secondly we have seen that a function may be a solution in but a portion 

of its domain of existence* This too is a definite departure from the 

behavior in the finite case, whore each solution is everywhere valid* 

We shall see, however, that the property of uniformity of solutions is 

retained in the case of infinite order* 

Theorem 5*2* Corresponding to each equation (1) there exists a constant 

jQ_ which is not greater than 0^(2 and which has the following 
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property. If \A/(z) is a solution of (1) at a point Z0 and if A 

is the domain formed by the points which can be joined to by 

a curve eaoh point of which is the center of a circle of radius 

greater than JTL inside of which the branch of 'Vifc) issuing from Za 

is analytic, then W(z.) is uniform throughout. A • 

Consider any closed curve C and function W(T-) such that WU) 

is a solution of (1) at each point of C and. such that is 

analytic in some circle |Z-Z0| < (z-o) , where h(~Zo\ >o , for 

each point ~Z0 on C • If use a finite number of circles of 

radius to cover C ^ we can replace the function h(z) uniformly 

by a positive constant h • Furthermore, if ft? is sufficiently 

large, then D+/3+-h } l$»l tjl • This inequality suffices to show 

that if 7. lies on the closed curve Q which is described by the 
;/ I I 

point z.- fiyq as z moves along Q , or if 2 f is any point on 

the line segment between aopoint Zc of C and the point 

then W(~Z-) is analytic in the circle I Z-Ztj < £) t- n (and hence, 

a fortiori, in the circle / Z-^tj ^ /JfA. •) Theorems 5.1, 5*5* 

and 4.1 are then applicable to every point of the curve C 
l 

The 

first of these shows that W(z) is a solution at each such point. The 

second demonstrates that /4 flt 2^ '' j
ry^) uniform on that curve, 

for B » o on c, * The 

third shows us that the values of |//(J2- before and after Z 

moves completely around £ differ by less than G which is arbitrary. 

Thus 1B uniform on C .We note that if is taken equal 

to Dtj3 i then every closed curve in the domain has the same 
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property and thus the theorem is proved# 

If f(u) is of minimal type# then and P are both zero 

and hence -Q. = 0 . But if the regularity condition (5) is satisfied^ 

then -CL is at least as large as P • 
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6a Development of solutions in series of fundamental solutions* 

It is now possible to answer the second question which was raised 

In regard to an extension of the idea of a general solution# We find 

that it is indeed possible to develop every solution which is sufficiently 

regular in a series whose terms ore sums of fundamental solutions. 

This fact will now be stated more precisely as an extension of the 

preceding theorem on uniformity of solutions* 

Theorem 6.1* Given any solution W(z) which is sufficiently regular 

thatiit possesses a domain A e as defined in theorem 5*2* then this 

domain A is simply connected and W(T) is represented throughout 

A by a series* uniformly convergent in each closed region interior 

to A • whose terms are sums of fundamental solutions* 

Suppose W(,z) is a solution at 2= 20and is analytic in the circle 

/2-2e/ < P*-(3 fh * where h> 0 • The methods used in proving the 

last theorem show that if w is taken sufficiently large and if 2( is 

any point in the circle ll-z0l<h., then W(z) is a solution at 

21 - and is analytic in a circle with that point as center and 

radius greater than D*-Jl« Using theorem 4*1 once again we have 

4 
I Afar- - Wfe)l^efor sufficiently large* .this 

lower bound being independent of the choice of 2, « But* slnoe lv(z)is 

a solution at the point t theorem 5*3 assures us that /\([ )w/(z,p^ 

converges there to a solution of the equation of finite order 

and hence to a sum of fundamental solutions* Thus* 

if we designate this sum of fundamental solutions which is associated 

with a particular choice of ft) by (zj * we have shown that there 



it V exists an infinite sequence of functions Qx (z) ^ 0z.6!)) " j Qy^ C2-)l 

which converge uniformly in / 2~Z<J/ £ h- to W (zj . Then Mz) is 
4 

represented in this circle by the uniformly convergent series 

(6) Q, (z) + r Q-iti-Q(z)]+-i-LQh,tz)-Q„.l(2}]+■■■ 

whose terms are sums of fundamental solutions. Clearly any closed 

region interior to h. may be covered by a finite number of circles 

similar to |z~Za|-jl * Moreover* if a series of analytic functions 

converges uniformly in a multiply connected domain* it will converge to 

an analytic function in the corresponding simply connected domain, hence 

/V must be simply connected* : 

While this theorem is useful* it gives us somewhat less than we 

Should like to have* since a given fundamental solution will in general 

appear in an infinite number of terms of the series (8)« We should 

prefer that every solution be given, by a simple series 

(9) 
CD 

? e- y\-1 

each term of which is a single fundamental solution* 

In order to determine whether such a development is in general 

possible* wo shall examine the coefficients of the series (9) when 

this series actually does represent a solution* Assume then that a 

solution W(z^ is given by the sum of such, a series in a circle 

^2,-Zo » the series being uniformly convergent in each 

smaller concentric circle* Suppose in addition that of. Is a zero 

of multiplicity yujt, of the generating function and that ^ ^ 

— ‘ ~ * Then the function W(z) - £■ ^is a solution 



of the equation (\ (h} Htl »* *, I'H'/W'I )y(z) ~ O at least in the 

circle V[ . For brevity we shall now omit the subscript' Hi 

and designate the operator (h ». yM j by Q and its 

generating function by ^ (u) * We note that every derivative of 

. . x crz. 
(10) W(z) - PU)c 
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as well as this function itself, is a solution of 

(ii) £>fc)=o 

since the series representation of (10) may be differentiated 

repeatedly term by term yielding each time a uniformly convergent 

series of fundamental solutions. Then if we differentiate this 

expression j times, j being no greater than yu.-/ , and eliminate 

P.(z) P (z)j " '} (z) between (10) and its first j derivative^ we 

find that 

W^-Cjhw^t (j)a -z) ✓ J , . Ji\ C/Z 
jz) +(-a) iv(z)-f& 

is a solution of (ll)* Thus 

= c[Pli)(z)eazJ 
But 

CC^^(z)-(j)aw^)-h.-i-C-af^)] 
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and 

CC P( (z)£ J — e. £ a(a) P^{z)-L ql(a) p'fe) 

/! 

Hence /fe) and its first. I derivatives satisfy the system of 
-lilS' " <1 " . ' \ 

equationsiC^ ■ 

(la) . $ ^'h'l\a) P0^hS] 
. . ' Cp-'-j)!. 

= $f*)4 t 

QZ. az Ml Qti) 

where J :*= ^ I j The last of these may besolved for 

the coefficient of X-^ \ in PC2) , the precedihgequation is then 

solved for the cosffioient of Z^2 , and so forthil.^T^|actuai .method 

of..,soltrti^^.l8;^;^qUate;:joefficients of like, powers of Z. •• The 

polynomials computed !n this way shall be called thefStrichlet 

polynomials # f ;i; 

It is clear 'that if we are given any function which is a solution 

at a point and which is analytic in a circle of radius greater than P , 
then, whether or not this function is represented by a series (9)» we 

can compute the pirichlet polynomials associated with this point and 

this function* We see too that the coefficients in a uniformly 

convergent representation (9) of any sufficiently regular solution are 

unique* Thus the sum of a series (9) which is uniformly convergent in 

a circle of radius greater than P will have its own polynomials as the 
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Dirichlet polynomials associated with it and with the center of this 

circle* But is the converse true? That is to say, may the Qirichlet 

polynomials associated with a given solution at a given point be 

identical to those associated with another solution at that same point? 

Theorem 6.2, If two functions are solutions at a point ZQ and are 

analytic in the circle /z-Zo/^D-fA , h> ° > have identical 

Dirichlet polynomials associated with that point, then the two 

functions are identical* 

Let their difference be <jf (z.) • Then Dirichlet polynomials 

of ^ (z.) are identically equal to zero and hence, from the equations 

(12), for every ft , . 

o. 

Then, from theorem 3*3* the funotion 

satisfies the two equations 6(nr ^n+jAH-ijyU^O and 0(h?y")l7H^r)v(z)sO» 

which have no common solutions not identically zero* Similarly 

4(Vj W, " )f)''') ) ^(z) satisfies three equations without common 

solutions* Continuing in this way we conclude that fy ^ fe) H O 

in /2-2o/< h • Applying theorem 4*1 the theorem is proved* 

Corollary 6*3* Consider the series (9) formed with the Dirichlet 

polynomials of a function IVfe) which is a solution at a point ~2-o 

and which is analytic in the circle /2~z0/<,Pf « h>0 • If this 

series is uniformly convergent in each smaller concentric circle, 
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then this series represents W(z) there* 

We thus have a set of sufficient conditions that a given solution 

be represented by a series (9)* Valiron states a second such set of 

conditions, namely, that the series formed with the Dirichlet polynomials 

shall converge absolutely in and that Uto —~Qt where 

~ • These conditions are also necessary in the case of 

minimal type. (If P-O , the second condition is automatically 

satisfied [_$J .) The sufficiency of these conditions is an immediate 

consequence of a study of the convergence of the series (9) made by 

Valiron in this same paper 8j and of corollary 6*5* 

■Valiron's most interesting result, however, is a generalization of 

a theorem of Ritt's in which are stated conditions such that every 

sufficiently regular solution may be developed in a simple series of 

fundamental solutions* These conditions will be stated here without 

proof. 

Suppose there exists a positive constant LO such that for every ^ 

Mm I? w 

where 4** and (jU^nu) and that 

hhi hh»l I**,/ 
Then if P^O ■» every solution may be developed in a series (9) 

throughout its domain of existence, which is convex, and, in any case, 

every solution valid at a point and analytic in the circle /z-2 

, where K is the product of and a constant which depends 

on , may be developed in such a series in the circle /z-Z«/< fo. 

c/<3Ph2l<i-b 
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